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1 INTRODUCTION
Content moderation in platforms such as Twitter, Twitch, and Facebook plays an important role
in regulating harassment, hate-speech, and toxicity [10, 14]. As platforms grow their user bases,
content moderation has become crucial to creating spaces for open and free communication.
Generally, content moderation involves reviewing content in online communities to prevent

abuse and otherwise harmful behavior [7]. In implementing moderation tools, however, platforms
and designers alike must navigate questions of freedom of speech, justice, fairness, and accessibility.
Previous work on Twitter Blocklists has found that such tools invoke diverging opinions on both
sides. Some users may feel unjustly blocked whereas others expressed concern that the tool is not
enough to protect them from harassment [10]. Other work took a framework of justice to uncover
user preferences for those violating community guidelines [21]. Around these works, there is much
debate on what constitutes justice in the context of content moderation as well as how communities
can be kept safe, but not constrict their user bases.

Current Work In this study, we focus on content moderation configurations through a user
lens. We explore user preferences for a series of pre-configured content moderation tools and the
factors associated with as well as the reasoning behind those choices.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Defining Content Moderation
Content moderation encompasses the decisions around whether content posted to platforms should
be removed and the implications of such decisions [7]. Discussion around content moderation
decisions ask questions of what platforms should have agency over versus users and alternatively
what role policy should have [12, 20].

2.2 Harassment in Content Moderation
Twitter blocklists are an example of user-led efforts toward content moderation. This third-party
mechanism allows users to block accounts they find harmful. Previous work has found key concerns
with blocklists to be user dissatisfaction with the failure of existing moderation tools on Twitter as
well as concerns of freedom of expression [10]. Blockparty and Sentropy are third-party moderation
mechanisms that work in a similar manner to allow users to filter out words and block or mute
users of their choice on Twitter. Squadbox operates with the same focus, but recruits users’ friends
and family to assist with moderating harmful email content [18].Gobo allows users to configure
their news feeds on multiple platforms according to their own preferences [1]. The plethora of
tools dedicated to assist users in dealing with harassment show that harassment is a relevant issue
to be addressed in content moderation.

2.3 User Control in Social Media
An important area of discussion concerning harassment in content moderation involves the opti-
mization of existing content moderation tools. By comparing user labels of comments from Twitter,
Reddit, and 4chan, personalized tuning was found to significantly improve the accuracy of exist-
ing mechanisms such as Google Jigsaw’s Perspective API [14]. Analysis of how user preferences
for support and moderation mechanisms regarding online harassment similarly found that user
experiences with harassment and preferences for moderation vastly differ by their individual
identities [21]. Further study on the whether the existence of explanations on content moderation
configurations affect users’ ability to distinguish toxic content found no significant effect [4]. A wide
range of concerns exist regarding the lack of transparency on algorithms [3, 17]. These works lead
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us to ask the questions: What constitutes user control in content moderation? How can moderation
configurations be designed to support users’ sense of agency while lessening the burden of labor?

2.4 Techniques for User Control
Analyzing user interactions with and without the presence of control mechanisms, Vaccaro et al.
found that users tend to feel more satisfied with results when controls are present regardless of
whether they work [23]. Additionally, users’ sense of control is also strongly influenced by the type
of input mechanism [5]. Such observations illustrate the effect control mechanisms may have on
users’ sense of control.

2.5 Ethical Implications
Behind the design considerations for content moderation are the ethical implications of such tools.
By viewing content moderation through the lens of targets of harassment, previous found concepts
and definitions of justice and fairness to vary by users’ individual identities. User preferences for
how platforms should respond to harassment whether it is greater moderation on a larger scale or
empowering users to create their "own space" by controlling what they see varied alongside user
perceptions of when harassment was justified if at all [2, 21]. In this context, content moderation
may be considered a type of intermediary governance with key questions remaining about its
legitimacy. Analysis of online intermediary governance argues for the inclusion of security, dignity,
discrimination, and other human rights in addition to the existing focus on freedom of expression
and privacy [22].

2.6 Relation to Prior Work
An important distinction must be made with the intersection of our work and previous work. Our
investigation into previous work conducted on the effects of design configurations as well as the
existence or absence of explanations has lead us to works focused on content moderation as well
as recommender systems [4, 8, 13]. However a key distinction between these two sections is that
previous work on recommender systems contain an additional product-driven focus whereas our
work aims to optimize content moderation configurations for the purpose of user ease of use and
protection from toxicity. Previous work mentioned on algorithms may fall into one or both of these
categories [15–17].

3 METHODS
We designed a survey which consisted of three parts. The first section asked about participants’
experiences with toxicity online and technical aptitude such as programming familiarity. The
next section included a guided exercise where participants adjusted a given content moderation
configuration to their liking. The last section contained questions about participants’ preferences
with the design interface, understanding of how the configuration worked, and sense of control
and trust, and ethical considerations.

Through this survey, we aim to seek a greater understanding of how decisions about the design
of content moderation configurations affect users’ perceived sense of agency and burden of labor.
Additionally, we will also explore users’ perceptions of responsibility in the context of personal
content moderation.

3.1 Survey Instrument
We based our survey questions on previous work examining toxic content classification as well as
user perceptions of control, fairness, and understandability of algorithmic systems [6, 14–16].
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Question on how prior user engagement impacts preferences. If a user spends a lot of time
on Twitter, for example, that might contribute to different preferences compared to users who
rarely use it. [6] general guide to survey practices [19] asking about prior experience with pro-
gramming/technical aptitude [16] measured perceived fairness, trust, and emotional response to
algorithmic decisions [15] studies with processes similar to ours [11, 13, 14]
Questions in the first section of our survey aimed to understand users’ prior knowledge of

programming as well as experiences of toxicity and harassment. We included questions on users’
experiences with algorithms and programming to examine how users with a greater understanding
of how algorithmic configurations would affect their preferences when interacting with such
configurations.
Questions in the last section of our survey aimed to understand users’ experience interacting

with their given content moderation configuration. We asked users about their understanding of
the configuration and their likelihood of using the specific tool on certain platforms. Platforms
were asked about included: Twitter, Twitch, and Instagram. Additionally, we sought out users’
perceptions of control and trust in the configuration tool. We constructed a series of [number]
hypotheses on users; perceptions of trust: [hypothesis]. Based on these hypotheses, we asked users
to rate their agreement or disagreement on a seven-point Likert scale. We also utilized the NASA
TLX to ask users about the burden of labor. We decided to use the questions about [topics] in the
NASA TLX [9].

Finally, we asked users about their perceptions of responsibility in relation to personal content
moderation. We investigated where users perceived the responsibility of content moderation should
fall as well as what categories of toxicity users would want control over versus which categories
they would prefer for platforms to moderate. Finally, we also asked users whether the existence of
a personal content moderation tool on a platform would make them more likely to speak out.
We designed our questionnaire to avoid common biases as outlined by Muller et al [19]. For

instance, participant responses were anonymous to minimize social desirability bias. To minimize
question order bias, we place open-ended and complex questions toward the end of our survey. To
minimize satisficing varied the structure of our questions, placing questions in alternating order by
type. We also tracked the time users spent on the survey as well as the time users spent on the
exercise provided. Finally, we excluded broad, learning and double-order questions.
We also constructed all our agree/disagree questions to be on bipolar constructs, which range

from an extreme negative to an extreme positive rather than unipolar constructs, which range
from zero to an extreme amount. Bipolar constructs also involve seven-point Likert scales whereas
unipolar constructs are best measured with five-point rating scales.

3.2 Guided Exercise
The second section of our survey involved a guided exercise. Users were placed in one of four
conditions: word filter, binary, intensity, or probability. Each condition involved a different content
moderation configuration. The Intensity and probability conditions both featured a slider option
and simulated an algorithmic moderation tool.
Users were first presented with a condition interface and a set of pre-selected comments. To

simulate natural interaction on platforms, users could go back and forth between the “feed” of
pre-selected comments and the “settings” where the configuration was. Users were given [time]
to adjust until they were satisfied with their feed. As mentioned previously, the time users spend
adjusting their feed was tracked.
Users were then presented with a different set of comments filtered based on their adjustment

of the configuration before. A series of follow-up questions were asked in the last section of the
survey on users’ experiences with the configuration.
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3.3 Recruitment and Data Collection
Our sample consists of participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk. We decided to pay participants
$2.5 for filling out what we estimated to be a 10-minute survey. Qualifications for participants
required that they be at least 18 years of age, in the U.S., and English speakers. We also provided
participants with the option to decline to answer demographic questions.

3.4 Consent
Participants were required to sign a content form before participating in the survey. The form
validated their age as well as qualifications. Before participants began the survey, we included a
warning describing the type of toxic content they may be exposed to:

Risks related to this research include exposure to potentially toxic comments which may result
in participants feeling targeted, hurt, and/or recalling negative personal experiences with toxic
comments online. Participants have the right to exit the survey at any time if they feel the need do.

Participants were also given the option to exit the survey at any time should they feel the need
to.

3.5 Variables
We measured five dependent variables in our study which include: explanation effectiveness,
stickiness, sense of control, and ethical considerations.

4 NEXT STEPS
The following report details the findings and preparations for the completion of our study in the
following academic year. We will obtain results and perform data analysis this upcoming year
building off of our work this summer.
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